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An unusual cause of groin pain

Matthew Megson
George Eliot Hospital, UK

This is a case of a 35-year-old man who presented with a five-day history of left lower quadrant pain. There was no association 
with lower urinary tract symptoms, though he did show signs of sepsis. He had experienced per rectal (PR) bleeding in the 
evening for the preceding week, and night sweats. He had a recent diagnosis of IBD (inflammatory Bowel Disease) and IDDM 
(insulin dependent diabetes mellitus). He developed a swelling in his left groin, which was not reducible and had mild skin 
changes overlaying this. On examination, there were no scrotal signs of epididymitis, he was tender left lower quadrant and 
over his left inguinal canal. Biochemical investigations revealed raised inflammatory markers.
Originally he was diagnosed with acute exacerbation of his IBD, as he was admitted with PR bleeding, high white cell 
count, and left lower quadrant pain. Due to the swelling in his groin he was then diagnosed to have a hernia which was 
excluded on the USS. The sonographer noted an inflamed spermatic cord within his inguinal canal he was diagnosed with 
epididymo-orchitis, though due to the lack of scrotal signs this was ruled out. The CT scan was done to investigate if there was 
an intra-abdominal cause for his inguinal inflammation, though this showed an acute suprascrotal vasitis. 
This is a case of a rare condition which is often misdiagnosed. There is often confusion over the diagnosis which may result in 
unnecessary surgery. However, this is a condition which can be treated medically with antibiotics and therefore clarification 
of the diagnosis is essential. This is a diagnosis which should be thought of as a possibility for those patients presenting with 
an acute groin mass.

Biography
Matthew Megson is a Clinical Educational Fellow at George Eliot Hospital. He did a Genetics degree at the University of Newcastle before moving to the University 
of Warwick to complete his Medical degree. He has multiple publications, mostly in the field of Surgery and Urology.

matthew.megson@nhs.net
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Infective endocarditis after tattoo

Brygida Przywara-Chowaniec, Beata Morawiec, Damian Kawecki, Dominika Mangold, Agnieszka Kuczaj, Ewa Nowalany- 
Kozielska and Krzysztof Noga
Medical University of Silesia, Poland

19-year-old woman, two months after tattoo on right hand was admitted to the University Hospital in Zabrze because of 
staphylococcemia, with history of bilateral thoracotomy – pleural empyema and lung abscess. 
Severe cardiorespiratory failure was observed. Patient demand mechanical ventilation and hemofiltration. Transthoracic and 
transesophageal echocardiography revealed mitral and tricuspidal vegetation’s. Patient immediately after Endocarditis Team 
Qualification was transferred to Heart Surgery Department. During heart surgery procedure mitral valve plasty and biologic 
tricuspidal valve was implanted.

Biography
Brygida Przywara-Chowaniec is Lecturer of the Medical University of Silesia and Katowice, School of Medicine with the Division of Dentistry in Zabrze, Poland. 
She is a specialist in internal medicine and cardiology. In her clinical practice, she is responsible for cardiological care of patients with systemic diseases of the 
connective tissue. She is a non-invasive cardiologist and a specialist in internal medicine. In the Clinic she does echocardiography, Holter blood pressure analysis 
and the recording of 24-hour echocardiographic examinations. Patients with systemic lupus and scleroderma additionally have cardiopulmonary exercise tests. She 
is in the process of analysing blood test results that assess the anti-oxidative activity and rheological properties of blood. Each patient undergoes psychological 
examinations and the quality of life assessment. She is interested in the possibility of the co-operation in the clinical trials. She is also interested in the issues related 
to the treatment and diagnosis of the systemic diseases of the connective tissue

bpzabrze@poczta.onet.pl 
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New born with progeroid facial features lipodystrophy and marfanoid features - Romanian case

1Alina Draga Belengeanu, 2Daniela Eugenia Popescu, 3Cristina Popescu, 3Silvia Vuculescu and 3Valerica Belengeanu
1"Victor Babes" University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Romania 
2Premiere Clinical Hospital Timişoara, Romania 
3West University "Vasile Goldis", Arad, Romania

Fibrillinopathies are a large heterogeneous group of genetic disorders with distinct effects on differential allelic expression of 
mutations in the fibrillin-1 gene (FBN1). Different mutations in the gene have been associated with a variety of conditions 
including Marfan syndrome, MASS syndrome, isolated ectopia lentis syndrome, thoracic aortic aneurysms, WeilleMarchesani 
syndrome, geleophysic and acromicric dysplasia, and stiff skin syndrome, and Marfan-progeroid-lipodystrophy syndrome.  
Up to now, seven cases have been reported in the literature, all with a specific gene mutation, type mutation is a truncating 
mutation in the penultimate exon, i.e., exon 64, in the gene FBN1.
Here, we report on a newborn with senile facial appearance with distinctive facial features, with additional manifestations of 
Marfan syndrome and severe congenital lipodystrophy.
The newborn is first child and was born at 39 weeks of gestation to non-consanguineous Caucasian young parents, apparently 
healthy. The birth weight was 2,600 g (7th percentile), length 46 cm (7th percentile), and head circumference 35 cm  
(75th percentile);
In addition, another manifestation was large skull with wide anterior fontanelle, sparse scalp hair straight eyebrows, proptosis, 
beak-shaped nose, pointed chin, facial wrinkles, ears without structural drawing, parchment-like and bottom-inserts, visible 
vessels under the fine skin, long limbs and very long and extensible fingers, syndactyly between the second and third toes 
between mild arthrogryposis of the large joint, absence of subcutaneous fat except for cheeks 
We compare his phenotype with those of the few patients described in the literature who share similar and concluded the 
diagnosis of with Marfan-progeroid-lipodystrophy syndrome.
Keywords: Congenital lipodystrophy and Progeroid
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Evolution of the oral-facial-digital type I syndrome from child to teenager- a Romanian case report

1Silvia Vuculescu, 2Alina Draga Belengeanu, 1Diana Marian and 1Valerica Belengeanu
1West University "Vasile Goldis", Romania 
2University of Medicine and Pharmacy "Victor Babeş", Romania

Oral–facial–digital syndrome type belongs to the heterogeneous group of OFD syndromes at least 13 the clinical entities with 
clinical variability
We report a case with specific manifestation of Oral–facial–digital type I. The patient was first diagnosed of 2 years old. She 
exhibited the typical craniofacial features, micrognathia, wide forehead, proptosis, telecanthus, antimongoloid slanted eyes, 
broad and short nose, multiple milia   of the preauricular. The tongue was lobed, with hamartoma. brachydactyly of all fingers 
and clinodactyly of the fifth finger.
A CT scan revealed - cerebral vermix aplasia (Dandy Wallker's syndrome), temporal lobe temporal hypoplasia, anterior frontal 
and parietal lobe hypoplasia, interhemispheric fissure deepened to ventricle III. Ventricular dilated system at occipital horns. 
Minimum parietal hypothropy posterior.
Reevaluation of the case was at 16 years for specific aspects as physical, and severe   intellectual disability I.Q = 35, with short 
stature 152 cm. Facial features have changed over time due to elongation of the face, with old appearance, prominent chin.  
Another manifestation hypertelorism, bulbous nose, sparse brittle hair. 
Intra-oral examination revealed a maxillary dento-alveolar protrusion with severe open bite, inverse occlusion, a v-shaped 
maxillary arch, a high arched palate, a cleft of the hard and soft palate and pseudocleft of the lip, cleft and lobulated tongue and 
buccal frenulae, lingual hamartoma. The presence of the broad superior labial frenum determined a large diastema more than 
7 mm, and enamel hypoplasia. Dental orthopantomography showed congenitally missing of 12, 22, 32, 42, 33, 34 inclusions 
of 43, 44 and 24
Keywords: Oral–facial–digital syndrome
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Terminal ileum perforation by intrauterine contraceptive device

Zainab Alhumoud, Waleed Haikal, Mahmoud Sarhan and Madan Moallem
Armed Forces Hospital King Abdulaziz Airbase, Saudi Arabia

Intrauterine contraceptive devices (IUCDs) are one of the most popular and long-acting reversible contraceptive methods. 
One of the major complications associated with IUCDs is uterine perforation. We report a case of a 34-year-old woman who 
presented with sudden lower abdominal pain with vomiting and vaginal bleeding. She had a history of abdominal trauma after 
falling down the stairs. An IUCD had been inserted five years previously. 
A transvaginal ultrasound confirmed that the IUCD had embedded in the uterine wall with a laceration at the right side of 
the uterine fundus adjacent to the IUCD. Computerized tomography scan imaging of the abdomen showed a picture of viscus 
perforation in the ileal loop. 
An exploratory laparotomy was performed and revealed a terminal ileum perforation adjacent to a uterine perforation by the 
end limb of the IUCD. This is a rare and unusual complication resulting from IUCD perforation of the uterus and the adjacent 
terminal ileum, where the device remains in the uterus. 
This case was an unusually late presentation of IUCD perforation, particularly because the patient did not have any complications 
during or for five years after insertion. 
Terminal ileum perforation without complete migration of IUCD is an extremely rare complication to occur after device 
insertion. At present, only one case has been reported in the existing literature.1 This case is the first case to be reported as 
terminal ilium perforation by IUCD without migration of the device from the uterine cavity and the only penetration related 
to recent abdominal trauma.

Biography
Zainab Alhumoud is a Surgical Resident at Saudi Residency Program, Armed forces hospital at king Abdulaziz Airbase in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. She is on 4th year 
Residency program. She has published 2 case reports and participated three research “in progress”.

dr.zainab.alhamoud@gmail.com
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Ocular coloboma with choroidal neovascularization membrane: A case report, Hail, Saudi Arabia

Sara Abdullah S Aledaili, Muradi H AlGryis, Noura S AlGrwan, Reem S AlShammari and Jluwi S AlMasaud
University of Hail, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Ocular coloboma is a rare congenital anomaly began by defective embryogenesis, when pair of shallow grooves 
appears on each side of the invaginating forebrain and an error in the fetal fissure closure ends with persistent cleft. Colobomas 
are generally accompanying by visual loss that could need some treatment and intervention other than amblyopia management.
Case report: A 20-year-old male with painless and progressive decreased vision in the right eye for 2 months. Antenatal 
history discovered that his mother was exposed to x-ray in 1st trimester. Ocular examination revealed visual acuity of 20/200 
in the right eye & hand motion in the left amblyopic eye. Furthermore, the ocular examination showed iris coloboma in the 
inferior nasal quadrant OU also optic disc, retina and choroid coloboma OU with juxtapapillary choroidal neovascularization 
membrane (CNVM) in the right eye.
Discussion: Ocular coloboma is a rare congenital anomaly that has a prevalence of around 0.14% in the general population. 
Coloboma causes are varies from genetic and non-genetic factors. We believe that it is unlikely to be of genetic because neither 
one of the parents nor siblings of our patient had the same condition so we believed that antenatal exposure of x-ray is the cause 
as the history given. Our patient presents with bilateral iris, optic disc and retinochoroidal and right CNVM in juxtapapillary 
area that cause the decreased of vision accordingly we decide to treat him with anti-VEGF which resulted in regression of the 
CNVM and improvement of visual acuity.
Conclusion: To our knowledge this is the first case of coloboma reported in northern region in Saudi Arabia and the causative 
factor is antenatal exposure to x-ray. As we recommend lifelong follow up for coloboma cases we recommend more studies to 
be done in our population to estimate better understanding of Ocular coloboma prevalence, causes and management.

Biography
Sara Abdullah S Aledaili is a student at the College of Medicine, University of Hail (UOH). She published one research article and she is interested in research and 
working on 2 research projects at the moment.

saraaledaili@gmail.com
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Immediate healing for personality development, neurotic diseases, psychosomatic disorders, 
obesity, smoking addiction and insomnia

Hadi Eltonsi
Cairo University Medical College, Egypt

Statement of the problem: Clients receiving psychotherapy require several sessions even if with drugs and use of will power 
over time.
Purpose of the treatment: Achieving immediate non medicinal effortless painless healing without complications
For personality development, relief of neurotic disease, psychosomatic symptoms and diseases, treating emotional obesity and 
smoking.
Method: After joint analysis with Client and definition of psychological and physical goals of treatment, the healer as a trained 
behavioural, cognitive and logo psychotherapist arrives with client to a new corrected understanding of the case and roots 
of conflicts in childhood, taking around 2 hours, then in less than an hour performs nonverbal interpersonal hypnosis with 
transfer of energy and telepathy to client till deep sleep when he implants the required personality , ideas, emotions, motives 
and attitudes into the subconscious embodying the required state.
The subconscious and conscious mind will have same agreed upon analysis and targets for immediate results in that session 
of 3 hours.
Results: The healer got patent in Egypt 2016 for his discovery of The Immediate Healing for Personality Development and for 
mentioned purposes. Up till now treating more than 700 cases aging between 12 and 80 years with relief of more than 80% of 
cases either totally or mostly.
Conclusion: immediate non medicinal revolutionary life transforming healing for a wide spectrum of cases achieving higher 
grades of maturity, insight, harmony and efficiency saving client time, effort, interests and complications. Also used to maturate 
community leaders to be a trouble shooter model efficient leaders with team spirit.
In addition, it can be used to treat neurotic diseases, psychosomatic disorders, obesity, smoking addiction and insomnia.

Biography
Hadi Eltonsi, a medical graduate trained in group psychotherapy, hypnosis, silva mind control, NLP, Reiki Master, Pranic Healing, Life Couch, Mantra Yoga 
meditation among others courses for psychic powers, family constellation through his medical study and practice then as a diplomat and ambassador. He performed 
many TV, Radio interviews and seminars apart of two short American films about his work or inspired by his skills which were shown in international film festivals, 
the second got an award in Venice 2017.
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Implementation of the critical view of safety during laparoscopic cholecystectomy complicated 
by cholelithiasis and empyema of the gallbladder

Marcus F. Yarbrough
Howard University, USA

Learning objective: At the end of this study, participants will be able to identify anatomy relevant to the hepatocystic triangle 
and apply operative skills to establish the critical view safety during a complicated laparoscopic cholecystectomy
Background: One of the most common causes of iatrogenic biliary tract injury during laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the 
failure to define the anatomy of the hepatocystic triangle.  Confusing local anatomy, adhesions, hemorrhage, and inflammation 
are the common factors responsible for conversion from laparoscopic to open surgery. Literature reports the national 
conversion rate to be between 5 and 10 percent.  Establishing the Critical View of Safety is a means of preventing biliary injuries. 
Meticulous and careful dissection to define the hepatocystic triangle ensures identification of relevant anatomy in complicated 
and technically difficult laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgeries.  The primary aim of our study is to emphasize the necessity 
and safety of defining the critical view of safety during a laparoscopic cholecystectomy; complicated by cholelithiasis and 
empyema of the gallbladder to achieve a successful surgical outcome
Methods: We present a 51-year- old female who presented with findings of acute calculous cholecystitis on computed 
tomography complicated by gallbladder empyema. The patient consented for laparoscopic cholecystectomy and intraoperative 
cholangiogram.  Abdominal entry was visualized using the Optiview technique. Needle decompression of the gallbladder was 
achieved. The chronically inflamed friable omentum and overlying peritoneum were carefully dissected from the gallbladder 
using the electrical, blunt and sharp method. Gallbladder fundus displaced in the cephalad and lateral opposition of the 
infundibulum. The critical view of safety was obtained and anatomy in the Hepatocystic triangle was defined.  Intraoperative 
cholangiogram was performed with no filling defects and flow into the duodenum. Copious irrigation to remove pus was 
performed.
Results: Meticulous dissection to define the critical view of safety.  Optimal intraoperative cholangiogram performed with no 
filling defects. Hemostasis Gallbladder was removed via endocatch bag.  We report no biliary injury and patient discharged 
without complication.
Conclusion: Mobilization, hemostasis and obtaining the critical view of safety is essential to avoid biliary tree injury during 
complicated laparoscopic cholecystectomy. It is important to stress the importance of following a stepwise and safe approach 
to avoid biliary injury. Utilization of Intraoperative cholangiogram or fluorescent cholangiography can be performed 
intraoperatively to reduce biliary tract and vascular injury when the aforementioned risk factors are encountered.
Key words: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy, Critical view of safety, Empyema, Hepatocystic triangle, Intraoperative cholangiogram.
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Self-hypnosis and pain

1Mary Dalamagka and 2Kimoglou D
1General Hospital of Larissa, Greece 
2Psychologist U.S.A

The possibilities of self-suction can be particularly useful in the management of pain. It is possible to modify the experience of 
pain. The only obstacle is the limits of imagination, but as you surely know the imagination knows little boundaries.
Sometimes deep relaxation can help, before giving to yourself the suggestions you need. 
Other times, just let yourself travel and become one with these submissions and so you can be led into a trance state without deep 
relaxation.
What is trance?
Trance is not a mystical experience that only trained hypnotists can induce. It's part of our everyday life. If you ever drive a car, 
you suddenly discovered that you were driving for miles without realizing it, you will understand what is going on (as can happen 
and reading a good book).
It is often described as "the loss of sense of time." The secret is to gain some experience so you have control over knowing what to 
do when you get into a trance state. It is an opportunity to gain control of physics and emotional experience of pain. 
Efficacy using self-hypnosis is a matter of exercise. It would help experiment with different approaches and find one that suits 
you best and which one is most useful. Before you begin, make a review of the pain experience. Is there any good reason why you 
want to stay in this situation? Does it offer you something like attention or relaxation? in this way you will decide that you want to 
make the difference. When you first start, it would be good to do it at a time when the pain is not so bad. When you become more 
familiar with self-esteeming approaches, it will be easier to use it when the pain is more intense.
It has been reported that the duration of analgesia is increasing day by day. It is helpful to think about the possibility of decrease, 
rather than disappearance of pain. So if you imagine a ladder from 1-10, and if you start by classifying your pain at level 7, then 
your purpose will be to decrease it to 5 or 4. By reaching this level you will feel more comfortable. With time you will find yourself 
reducing pain levels to 2 or 3. You may still see your pain touching 0. This will be great. And even if you reduce your pain to some 
level, see the difference between the two levels of pain and reward yourself for the control you have achieved.
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Slit2 inhibits CXCL12/CXCR4 signaling pathway: A novel strategy to inhibit small cell lung 
cancer metastasis

Salha Sassi
Ohio State University, USA

Objective of the Study: Slit2 is a large (about 180 KD) secretory protein and its N-terminal domain (Slit2-N) has been shown 
to possess biological activity. Slit2/Robo1 signaling has been shown to regulate neuronal migration. Slit2 is reported to inhibit 
breast tumor growth in vitro and in vivo. Slit2 has recently emerged as an important tumor suppressor gene in breast and 
other cancers and acts through Roundabout Homolog1 (Robo1) receptor. In the last decade, it has been shown that Slit and 
Robo expression are often altered in a wide variety of cancer types, identifying them as targets during cancer progression. 
Furthermore, genome-wide association studies also indicate that Slit2 downregulation by promoter hypermethylation is closely 
linked with poor prognosis in lung cancer. Not much is known about Slit2-mediated mechanisms that inhibit SCLC tumor 
growth and metastasis. The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of Slit2 in small cell lung cancer progression 
and metastasis.
Methodology: We generated an adenoviral particle overexpressing Slit2 (Ad-Slit2) and empty vector (Ad-Null) were used to 
study the effect on tumor growth and metastasis in a mouse model. We also investigated the role of recombinant Slit2 after 
we stimulated the SCLC cell lines with CXCL12 that mediated cell proliferation, cell migration, and cell motility in vitro by 
standard assays.
Results and Conclusions: Using xenograft mouse models, we report that the Adeno Slit2 treatment results had significantly 
decreased capacity for tumor formation and reduced tumor growth and interestingly, Adeno Slit2 inhibited metastasis in 
the most aggressive type of small cell lung cancer. Furthermore, we found CXCR4and Robo1 expression were high in SBC5;  
a highly metastatic SCLC cell line compared to SBC3 a low metastasizing and normal epithelial cell line, BEAS. In addition, 
we found soluble Slit2 treatment significantly reduced the number of tightly packed colonies in a colony formation assay using 
SBC5 cells, suggesting that Slit2 acts as a tumor suppressor in SCLC. Further, we found that Slit2 blocks CXCL12/CXCR4-
induced chemotaxis and chemoinvasion in SCLC in vitro. Furthermore, Slit2 inhibits tumor growth and metastasis by blocking 
CXCL12/CXCR4-mediated focal adhesions components especially PI3K-AKT, FAK, and PYK2. Collectively, use of Adeno-
Slit2 in the present study suggests therapeutic potential of Slit2 to treat advanced small cell lung cancer and could be used as 
adjuvant therapy.
Key words: Slit2, Small cell lung cancer, Metastasis, FAK, PI3K, CXCL12/CXCR4
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Targeting biophysical cancer vulnerabilities to effectively treat and palliate with quantum 
magnetic resonance therapy: Providing a tangible ‘end of life’ solution

Meena Augustus and Rajah Vijay Kumar
Shreis Scalene Therapeutics LLC., USA

Evidence abounds that biophysical signals are integral to the initiation, progression and death of cancer cells. Innovative 
technologies that manipulate this vulnerability in solid tumors, irrespective of etio-pathologies, will revolutionize cancer 
medicine. Unlike solid tumors, multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by neoplastic proliferation of plasma cells, involving 
bone marrow. Destruction of bone, replaced by tumor, results in very severe pain in end-stage, treatment refractory MM. An 
elderly, male patient seeking palliation and pain-relief, was treated with non-invasive Quantum Magnetic Resonance Therapy 
using the CE marked medical device - the Cytotron® (CYTOTRON-RTE–6040-864GEN-Class IIA Medical Therapeutic 
Device; developed by Scalene Cybernetics Ltd, Bengaluru, India).
Tissue engineering, using non-ionizing Rotational Field Quantum Magnetic Resonance (RFQMR) platform technology 
and QMRT to deliver modulated, safe radio frequencies (RF) in the presence of an integrated, instantaneous magnetic field, 
modulates transmembrane potential (TMP) of tumor cells and downstream cellular signaling. MRI derived tissue proton 
density (PD) determinations of regions of interest in the whole body, were used for dosimetry. Exposure to QMRT for 1 hour 
daily for 28 consecutive days resulting in improved overall survival, effective tumor control, pain relief and palliation with 
enhanced quality of life, offers un-paralleled hope for advanced MM patients.
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Decompressive craniectomy following severe traumatic brain injury with an initial Glasgow 
coma scale score of 3 and 4

Afif Afif
Pierre Wertheimer Hospital, France

Background: Decompressive craniectomy formed as surgical management option for severe traumatic brain injury (TBI). Few 
studies that follow the TBI patients with a Glasgow coma scale (GCS) score of 3 or 4. Decompressive craniectomy was avoided 
in these patients due to the poor outcomes and the worse functional recovery.
Clinical Presentation: Two patients were presented in our case series. The first one suffered of severe TBI following an 
aggression with a Glasgow coma scale (GCS) score of 3/15 and bilaterally dilated unreactive pupils. A brain CT-scan showed 
right frontal fracture, bifrontal hematoma contusion, a fronto-temporo-parietal acute subdural hematoma (SDH) with a 
thickness of 14 mm on the right side, traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage, with 20 mm of midline shift to the left side, diffuse 
brain edema. The second one presented with severe TBI following an automobile accident with a GCS score of 4/15 and iso-
reactive pupils.  A brain CT-scan showed bilateral fronto-temporal fracture, diffuse brain hematoma contusion, traumatic 
subarachnoid hemorrhage, right extradural hematoma (EDH) and bilateral fronto-temporo-parietal acute subdural hematoma 
(SDH) more important in the right side.
Discussion and Conclusion: Our case series suggest that the wide adequate decompressive craniectomy in patients with 
severe TBI and GCS score of 3 or 4 can be performed and useful to obtain good long-term neurological outcomes with a good 
functional recovery. The rapidity of the surgical indication decision can be option to obtain the better neurological outcomes.
Key words: Traumatic brain injury; Decompressive craniectomy; Glasgow coma scale; Functional recovery
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Unspecific chest pain - differential diagnosis

Andrzej Tomasik, Brygida Przywara- Chowaniec, Dominika Mangold and Ewa Nowalany-Kozielska
Specialistic Hospital in Zabrze, Poland

73-year patient was admitted to the Cardiology Department of the Specialist Hospital in Zabrze for diagnostics of 
undeterminated, pathological lesion in pericardium. In her case story: arterial hypertension, episode of TIA, chronic kidney 
disease, obesity. 
Half a year earlier she was consulted because of a suspicion of the coronary disease and she was sent for CT of chest and 
angiography of coronary arteries. This examination revealed only atherosclerotic lesion in right coronary artery (RCA) which 
did not exceed 40% of the vessel width. Other vessels were without significant constrictions and calcium score was 0. However, 
it was observed pathological, hypodensive lesion which adhered to pericardium. 
It was decided to extend diagnostics for NMR of thorax. This examination revealed focal lesion in anterior mediastinum. The 
lesion adheres to the pericardium plaque at the height of RA (auricle) with the features of its modeling and adheres to the 
right-sided outline of the ascending aorta. It can match thymus cyst (congenital defect). In differentiation should be included 
thymona. 
In this moment the patient is qualified for conservative treatment and it is recommended to perform a CT scan within 1-3 months.
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Physiotherapy in dementia

Urmi Chavan
Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom

We live in a maturing world, and that is closely associated with conditions, such as, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, cataracts, 
stroke, growth, coronary supply route illness and dementia, which increasingly affect the group wellbeing (Guccione, 2011) 
Of these conditions, dementia emerges as the one to inspire dread in those contemplating over a solid seniority. "Dementia" 
is principally a term used to portray a gathering of manifestations that might be brought on by various distinctive ailments.  
This incorporates Alzheimer's infection, vascular dementia, frontal temporal dementia and dementia with Lewy bodies 
(Curran, 2004).
Aim: To develop an understanding of the role of physiotherapy in dementia in current practice, the identifyable short-comings 
of the current services provided, and approaches that can be used to tackle the identified problems.
The worldwide predominance of dementia is prone to be as high as 24 million, and is anticipated to double at regular intervals 
through to 2040, resulting to a costly burden of disease (Reitz et al, 2011). 
As a physiotherapist targets a variety of structural as well as psychological deficits in demented patients and provides treatment 
for the same, the significance of interaction plays a vital role in building up a therapeutic relationship, leading to successful 
assessment and treatment (Orange et al, 1998). The key, therefore, as a physiotherapist is to adapt communication strategies 
unique to patients with dementia in clinical practice.
Conclusion: Physiotherapy  is a significant factor in rehabilitation of patients with dementia and must adapt a holistic approach 
during assessment and treatment, taking into consideration all the factors affecting patient centered ca
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Epigenetic unfolds the resistance of endocrine therapy in breast cancer

Satyajit Patra
American International Medical University, Saint Lucia

Breast cancer is characteristically a hormone-dependent tumor, and the chances of incidence and proliferation of breast cancer 
increases with exposure to estrogen. The historical report of treating breast cancer by removing the ovaries established the 
estrogen-dependent nature of breast cancer. In the last decade treatment of advanced breast cancer has seen a shift from 
adjuvant tamoxifen to adjuvant aromatase inhibitors in hormone receptor-positive breast cancer. Hormone therapy as a form 
of systemic therapy has the advantage of reaching cancer cells almost anywhere in the body has gained attention because it can 
be used to target any kind of cancer cells. It's mostly choice of therapy for women with hormone receptorpositive
(ER-positive and/or PR-positive) breast cancers, however with limitations of use in the treatment in women whose tumors are 
hormone receptor-negative (both ER- and PR-negative). In practice of treatment of breast cancer, drugs called as endocrine 
therapy are available as option for treating physicians, which includes aromatase inhibitors and others. Gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone reduces estrogen biosynthesis, the selective estrogen receptor modulators. Patients with ER-positive breast cancer 
have been beneficial with these drugs with significant improvements in survival outcomes. Like other therapies endocrine 
therapy also has limitation, where about 20% of patients with early-stage disease experience relapse.
Particularly patients with metastatic disease do not show any improvement in the disease condition. It is believed that endocrine 
therapy resistance in cancer therapy is associated with molecular pathways that promote ligand-independent activation of  
ER and tumor growth. Some known factors attributing to the resistance of endocrine therapy are mutation in ER-alpha,  
PI3K/Akt/mTOR, CDK4/6, and epigenetic regulation. Preclinical studies have confirmed that epigenetic silencing of estrogen 
receptor and deregulation of growth factor receptor–pathway components play an important role in the development of 
endocrine resistance. Mutations in genes that regulate histone and DNA modification have also been reported. Continuous 
efforts are being made to identity DNA methylation signatures that could be prognostic and/or predictive markers in breast 
cancer and influence in the therapy.
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How to prevent cancer-development completely and safely in addition to how to heal non-terminal 
cancers completely, safely, and inexpensively

Kimihiko Okazaki
Okazaki Medical Clinic, Japan

In 1985, Mutsuyuki Kochi (1,2) reported a novel anti-tumor agent after acquiring a Japanese Patent in 1969. According  
to his patent, 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde is a water-soluble anti-tumor agent without any side-effects. Most, if not all, of  
so-called anti-tumor agents are incapable of ceasing carcinogenesis. In other words, they are only able to control multiplications 
of malignant tumor cells. Still in other words, they inhibit divisions of malignant cells. Therefore, they cannot be used for 
cancer-prevention. On the contrary, 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde is capable of stopping carcinogenesis via competitive inhibition 
of tyrosine kinase activity (3), which is regarded as a rate-limiting enzyme in the pathway of carcinogenesis. The concept of 
competitive inhibition originates in the classical enzymology, which tells you that the enzyme molecule accepts a molecule 
that has a similar but not identical structure of its substrate as an error. In the case of competitive inhibition of tyrosine kinase; 
the rate-limiting enzyme in carcinogenesis, 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde has three groups in common with tyrosine; benzene 
nucleus, carbonyl group, and hydroxyl group. In conclusion, 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde can be used for cancer-prevention;  
e.g., 1000mg of the compound dissolved in 200ml of mineral water orally taken once a month will prevent most carcinogenesis. 
In order to raise the probability of the prevention, you can either raise the monthly amount of the compound or shorten its 
interval. In order to treat non-terminal cancers, there is a routine prescription in the author’s clinic as follows: (1) Daily 35mg 
of 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde for 56 days. (2) Daily 50mg of it for 60 days. (3) Daily 63mg of it for 64 days. (4) Daily 83mg of it for 
60 days. (5) Daily 111mg of it for 63 days. (6) Daily 167mg of it for 60 days. (7) Daily 222mg of it for 63 days. (8) Daily 333mg 
of it for 60 days. (9) Daily 500mg of it for 60 days. (10) Daily 667mg for 60 days. (11) Daily 1000mg of it for 60 days. (12) Daily 
1500mg of it for 60 days. (13) Daily 2000mg of it for 60 days. According to changes in blood tumor-marker value, the final dose 
of the medicine should be determined.
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Electronic water can reduce oxidative stress in cancer and diabetes patients for 3 weeks drinking

Masahiro Onuma
Trisguide ltd, Japan

Oxidative stress means a state there is imbalance between the oxidizing action and the reducing action due to reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) in a living body, resulting in the oxidizing action becoming dominant.  Oxidative stress arises as the balance 
between production and removal is disrupted through excessive production of ROS and impairment of the antioxidant system. 
Oxidative stress has been reported to be involved in the onset and progress of various diseases.  Characteristics of Type 2 
diabetes are insulin secretion failure and insulin resistance, but it seems that oxidative stress is greatly involved in insulin 
secretion failure.  In the insulin secretion-inducing β cells of Langerhans islets in the pancreas, the amount of superoxide 
dismutase (SOD), which is representative of the ROS elimination system, is small and resistance to oxidative stress is considered 
to be weak. Regarding cancer, it is well known that chronic inflammatory conditions increase the risk of carcinogenesis. Cells 
such as neutrophils and macrophages are activated in the inflammation area leading to increase in production of active oxygen 
and nitric oxide. These free radicals cause DNA mutation and cell proliferation thereby promoting cancer development.  When 
chronic inflammation is present, cancer develops more easily.  
Electronic water, which was developed to generate electron in water, was consumed for three weeks, after meals, between meals 
and before sleeping 6 times a day, and according to the test subjects' possible time periods. The amount of drinking water was 
750-1000 mL, and BAP and d-ROMs checks for all cases were carried out at 4:30 pm. The results of cancer patients and diabetes 
patients were seen as attached.
As a result, the d-ROMs value in the degree of oxidative stress has reduced, and the BAP value, which is an indicator of plasma 
antioxidant capacity, has improved significantly.
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